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SHUT – OFF GATE FROM STAINLESS STEEL 



Surface gate suitable for installation in open channel desired dimensions (depth h x channel width b) 

Underwater sluice suitable for installation in deep (h)underwater hole 

The moving part (aperture) of the gate is made of stainless steel sheet AISI 304 with 

suitable ribs. 

The frame is made from stainless steel and integrated with rubber on all four sides and 

anchors (hem) on the wall of concrete for absolute watertight. 

All materials (screws, nuts) are also stainless steel. The barrier surface is flat and 

driven over to drivers sliding. 

The side waterproofing strips of a suitable resistant rubber integrated up on four sides 

of the frame ensure the greatest and absolute watertight. 

To drive the gates used threaded axis that enters tight under section outside the fluid. 

This framework continues passing through by drivers slip is fixed to the concrete wall 

and connected the bottom of the door. 

The handles (optional manual or electric) at a suitable height above the working level. 

If the coronation tank not properly projections for placing the drive mechanism, then 

included in the equipment of special stainless steel gates on which is fixed on the crest 

of the tank. 

Adjustable gates overflow suitable for surface installation in opening desired size 

(height width h x b) 

 

The moving part (aperture) of the gates is made of stainless steel sheet AISI 304 with 

suitable ribs. 

The frame is made from stainless steel and integrated a rubber on three sides and anchors 

(hem) on the wall of concrete for absolute watertight. 

All materials (screws, nuts) are also stainless steel. The barrier surface is flat and driven 

over to drivers sliding. The side waterproofing strips of a suitable resistant rubber 

integrated on three sides of the frame ensure the greatest and absolute watertight. 

To drive the gates used as the dimensions one or two threaded axes entering into 

watertight placed under the door. 

The nut is placed above the door outside the gates of the liquid, so the thread can be 

exempt from dirt and solids. The handles (optional manual or electric) is 90 cm above 

the working level. 

System gush and flow regulation 

Adjustable weir 

The framework of the gates are made of steel AISI 304 stainless steel with 

appropriate ribs. The frame is made from stainless steel and boxed on the concrete 

waiting for absolute watertight. All materials (screws, nuts) are also stainless steel. 

The barrier surface is flat and driven over to drivers sliding. The side waterproofing 

tapes of a suitable durable rubber built on three sides of the frame ensure the 

greatest and absolute watertight.  

To drive the gates used as the dimensions one or two threaded axes entering into 

watertight placed  in framework of gate. 

The nut is mounted above the door outside the gates of the liquid, so the thread can 

be exempt from dirt and solids. The handles (optional manual or electric / manual) 

is 90 cm above the working level. 
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